The development of complex systems invariably involves many stakeholders who have different perspectives on the problem they are addressing, the system being developed, and the process by which it is being developed. The ViewPoints framework was devised to provide an organisational framework in which these different perspectives, and their relationships, could be explicitly represented and analysed. The framework acknowledges the inevitability of multiple inconsistent views, promotes separation of concerns, and encourages decentralised specification while providing support for integration through relationships and composition. In this paper, we reflect on the ViewPoints framework, current work, and future research directions.
Multi-Perspective Software Development
Any sizeable software development effort will involve a variety of stakeholders with different aspects of concernor perspectives -that overlap, complement, or contradict each other. These stakeholders express their concerns using a variety of representations, and follow different processes to deploy those representations. This makes determining the relationships between different perspectives particularly difficult, yet crucial for checking consistency and managing inconsistency between those perspectives.
Such multi-perspective software development has motivated our research for over a decade. It embodies a number of characteristics that continue to lie at the heart of organising the software development activity. These characteristics include the need for separation of concerns during software development, the inevitability of having multiple inconsistent views of processes and products of software development, and the need to reason analytically over multiple views in order to understand the properties and consequences of a multi-perspective specification.
Much of this research has focused on requirements engineering (RE) activities within the software engineering life cycle. RE is prototypical of multi-perspective software development. Multiple stakeholders hold different views of the problems to be addressed, which in turn determine the different requirements of the system to be developed. These requirements are often inconsistent, but acceptably so, during some part of the RE process when requirements are still being elicited, negotiated, and prioritised. This paper reflects briefly on the ViewPoints framework [10, 33] , which we developed to organise and manage multi-perspective software development. The paper reviews the basic components of the framework, their raison d'être, and the way in which we have deployed them over the last ten years. The paper describes the use of explicit relationships between ViewPoints to manage multiperspective software development, and reports on our most recent incarnation of the ViewPoints framework in the form of the xlinkit toolkit. The paper then speculates about the need for more meaningful relationships between multiple ViewPoints in order to reason more effectively about structured collections, or configurations, of such ViewPoints.
The ViewPoints Framework
The ViewPoints framework provided an infrastructure for capturing and organising software development knowledge. Our notion of a ViewPoint was of an object encapsulating cross-cutting and partial knowledge about notation, process, and domain of discourse, from the perspective of a particular stakeholder, or group of stakeholders, in the development process.
A system description -a specification -thus comprises a structured collection of loosely coupled, locally managed, distributable ViewPoints, with explicit relationships between them to represent their overlaps. These overlaps are the focal point for consistency checking between ViewPoints, and subsequent inconsistency management, should ViewPoint relationships be found not to hold.
Key principles
ViewPoints re-iterate a number of key, well-documented principles of software engineering, and surface a number of new ones.
Fundamentally, ViewPoints organise software development knowledge based on separation of concerns. A ViewPoint, expresses the concerns of a particular stakeholder, such as a development participant or a representative of an area of concern captured by that ViewPoint. Thus, a ViewPoint may represent an area of concern within a project, a product, or a process, or may simply present a particular perspective expressed in a particular notation. The choice of dimensions of concern along which to create ViewPoints may be the result of experience, the nature of the problem at hand, or simply organisational exigencies.
The next, but related, key principle is that of heterogeneity of representations. ViewPoints deliberately allow different perspectives to be represented using different notations, based on the observation that stakeholders will present their perspectives using different notations, depending on their preferences, needs, or circumstances. Of course, relating different perspectives will inevitably require some expression of the relationships between the different notations, and ViewPoints provide a framework for precisely such an expression.
Using the ViewPoints framework leads directly to the notion of distributable ViewPoints -that is, ViewPoints that can be distributed physically or logically. The key principle upon which this relies is decentralisation -the idea that the knowledge encapsulated within each ViewPoint is elicited locally, developed locally, and managed locally. Such decentralisation explicitly moves away from any notion of a monolithic system specification that can be checked or managed globally, towards collections of loosely coupled partial descriptions.
The consequence of heterogeneity, decentralisation, and partiality is that relationships between ViewPoints are crucial for achieving integration in its many forms. In the ViewPoints framework, integration is often methodological; that is, it is about meaningful linking of processes and notations in order to achieve coordination and composition, respectively [32] . Thus, methods may be engineered by relating different notations and prescribing when and how they are used. Also, methods may be deployed, leading to many ViewPoints linked by instantiations of relationships defined during method engineering.
Another consequence of a specification comprised of many different ViewPoints is the inevitable inconsistencies that arise between those ViewPoints. The approach adopted by the ViewPoints framework is one of living with inconsistency, in order to capture the diverse perspectives of stakeholders. Consistency is defined by inter-ViewPoint rules that express the (static semantic) relationships between ViewPoints [6, 34] . Inconsistency management is then the process of handling the potential plethora of rules and dealing with the ViewPoints when the desired relationships between them do not hold [7, 12, 35, 37] .
Why ViewPoints are still relevant
The principles upon which ViewPoints are based continue to be relevant in the context of software development today. The aspect-oriented software development (AOSD) community has focused in recent years on precisely the kind of "cross-cutting" concerns investigated within the ViewPoints framework. This community has focused mostly on concerns in programming code, however, there is now increasing recognition that these concerns may also manifest themselves in requirements and designs, and so consideration of 'early aspects' may be necessary [4, 40] .
The ViewPoints framework also provided an opportunity for method engineering -the customisation of methods by mixing notations [36] , processes and guidelines for their deployment. During such method engineering, different types ("templates") of ViewPoints can be assembled together, and related, leading to multiple, heterogeneous ViewPoints when the methods are deployed (or in ViewPoints' terminology, when ViewPoint templates are instantiated). While method engineering as a research discipline, has not prospered it is in fact widely practiced. The Unified Modelling Language (UML) with its multiple, heterogeneous modelling notations, user-defined profiles, extension mechanisms, and variety of processes in which it is used, may be seen as an example of the move towards choosing the most appropriate method for the problem in hand [1] . Expressing and checking the relationships between the various models remains a challenge.
Decentralisation was at the heart of the ViewPoints framework. Many of the issues identified are of direct relevance for the provision of tool support to distributed software engineering teams working cooperatively and asynchronously [21, 30] . The consequences of supporting multiple views, namely, the need to live with and manage inconsistency between those views are of particular interest [3, 9, 15, 16] .
A critical analysis
The software engineering community in general, and the RE community in particular, appear to have accepted the need to articulate and manage multiple views in the software development process. There are a variety of concerns along which these views may be separated, including aspects, actors, representation schemes, or processes. Dividing large monolithic specifications into many smaller partial specifications is one way of managing such specifications.
The ViewPoints framework articulated a research agenda in which the above ideas featured. It also, through cases studies and demonstrator tool support, presented a vision of multi-perspective software development in which methods can be engineered, many partial, inconsistent specifications created, and consistency relationships between them checked. The research agenda changed over time and assiduous reading of our papers will reveal different and, ironically, not wholly consistent variants of the framework.
What our early demonstrators did not achieve were truly heterogeneous representations. It is also fair to accuse our early work of providing a reference model without a plausible distributed implementation to support it.
Distribution has been largely addressed in our more recent work on xlinkit, a toolkit for checking documents distributed on the web, described in the next section. Heterogeneity has posed somewhat more problems. The ViewPoints framework made great polemical play of heterogeneity. The coordinated use of multiple modelling notations is now common and widely accepted as the right approach to specification. It is not at all clear that our advocacy of heterogeneity in representing mappings between modelling representations and consistency relationships between models using multiple these notations was the right approach. Certainly, our later work [6, 12, 18, 27 ] has adopted a single meta-language for expressing the relationships between multiple views (as UML does in its adoption of a single meta-model and framework of constraints).
The single language is crucial for performing meaningful analytical reasoning. In much of our work we have adopted predicate logic as an underlying representation upon which to perform reasoning [12] . In some instances we found it necessary to adapt classical logic in order to perform reasoning in the presence of inconsistency [18] . In other cases, we used particular forms of classical logic in order to reason about the changing specifications [14, 41] . Most recently, in the context of xlinkit, we have based our techniques for repairing inconsistencies between specifications on first order predicate logic with some significant practical success [29] .
xlinkit
xlinkit is a direct successor to much of the work on ViewPoints. It provides a partial realisation and a demonstration that many of the core ideas of the framework were sound. It has also, as implementations are wont to do, surfaced a wide range of new issues, to which we had paid scant attention in our earlier work.
xlinkit, a lightweight application service that provides rulebased link generation and checks the consistency of distributed web content. A full description can be found in [27, 28, 29] and online demonstrations, tutorials and other materials can be found at http://www.xlinkit.com.
The operation of xlinkit is quite simple. It is given a set of distributed XML resources and a set of potentially distributed rules that relate the content of those resources. The rules express consistency constraints across the resource types. xlinkit returns a set of XLinks, in the form of a linkbase, that support navigation between elements of the XML resources. Here XML is used as the common interchange language to overcome heterogeneity.
The xlinkit rule language is first-order logic (the concrete syntax being XML). The xlinkit 'check engine' provides a novel linking semantics to this language that returns hyperlinks between inconsistent elements instead of boolean values.
The hyperlinks provide very precise diagnostics that we believe are essential for inconsistency management. xlinkit has a reporting framework 'Pulitzer' that uses these diagnostics to provide informative reporting to resource, aka viewpoint, owners.
Recent work, reported at this conference, has concentrated on 'repair'. Using the rules, by static analysis, we can identify a set of repairs that can be used to restore consistency. These repairs, or at any rate a sensible subset of them, as determined by an appropriate authority, can be used in conjunction with our diagnostic reporting to support inconsistency management.
xlinkit leverages standard Internet technologies. It supports wide-scale document distribution and can support multiple deployment models. It has a strong formal foundation. We have completed a number of large-scale evaluations, including a study that checks UML models, Java code, EJB deployment information and UML profile information. This and similar studies give us confidence in xlinkit and demonstrate that we have gone some way towards making ViewPoints a reality. xlinkit is now being commercialised by Systemwire, a research spinout company.
Experience with xlinkit has brought home to us the challenges of scalability, in terms of the size of documents, the number of rules and the complexity of those rules. We have implemented an incremental checker, a distributed checker, smart caching using an XML repository and an ultra-high performance replicated checker. We have also devoted a large amount of effort to optimisation with a view to ensuring that checking and rechecking can be done on large document collections as and when necessary. Ensuring usability, good interfaces and meaningful error messages has also occupied much time. These are not peripheral issues, they have been essential in order to be able to complete the case studies, and attract the external users, that validate our work.
There is a substantial future research agenda for xlinkit. One of the key items on this agenda is the relationship between checking and workflow. The ViewPoints framework envisaged that checks would be triggered by the enaction of a process model. This process model would identify which checks should be applied when and the results of the checks could then be used to drive the process. This idea was first mooted in our work on Tool Assisted Requirements Analysis [TARA paper] and further explored in the context of Viewpoints in [21] . Our work on standards compliance is in much the same vein [8] . Cass & Osterweil [2] have been looking at doing process-centred checking in the context of xlinkit using Little-JIL as the process language. We are keen to do something similar, probably using a simple reactive approach that takes advantage of distributed event monitoring.
Final Viewpoints: current and future challenges
We have occupied ourselves with providing a framework for separation of concerns and have made some moderately successful attacks on the associated problems of integrity that result from this. We recognise however that this is only part of the story, "having divided to conquer, we must reunite to rule" [19] . Software development requires us to be able to perform rich reasoning and analysis across the multiple views.
While tools such as xlinkit help to establish links and check rules, it is still a far cry from the reasoning and analysis that we envisage should be supported. How can we make further progress in this regard?
An example of where this challenge is evident is in the relationship between requirements and software architectures, a hot topic in current software engineering research. In the 'twin peaks' model [17, 39] we outlined our view of the co-development of requirements and architectures. Obviously, we wish to separate the expression of requirements and the representation of the software architecture. On the other hand we know that many so-called non-functional requirements drive the identification of an appropriate architecture and, vice-versa, that architectural analysis informs requirements. Handling these relationships requires more than consistency checking, important though that is. We must be able to reason about properties of the systems that we expect to build based on an integration or composition of different ViewPoint specifications. We should also be able to identify incompleteness and to perform trade-off analysis between alternative development decisions.
Given our experience and interest in software architectures, we have also investigated support for reasoning across views by exploiting the common, underlying structure of the proposed software architecture. In particular, the architecture is used as the skeletal framework upon which to hang the aspects of interest [20, 24] . In contrast to the concept of a single source of information which supports multiple views, this approach provides for the elaboration of the common underlying structure or architecture with behaviour, performance, implementation, or other information. So far this work has been loosely based on the Darwin software architecture language [22] and the LTSA (Labelled Transition Systems Analyser) [23] for behaviour analysis and animation [25] , and is being extended to include synthesis from scenarios [44] and performance analysis. However, here too the relationships are limited to the granularity supported by the components and interactions inherent in the architecture rather than to any deeper notions which may be at a finer granularity or orthogonal to the architecture.
It is clear that we still lack the means to express more diverse relationships in order to reason more effectively about structured collections, or configurations, of ViewPoints. A classic example is the kind of reasoning that is needed to trade-off usability against security. The relationships between two such system requirements are complicated by the variability or lack of precision in their expression. Thus, in order to express relationships between them, individual security and usability ViewPoints need to be better understood and articulated.
Finally, returning to our example of relating requirements and architectures, we are currently exploring ways of describing the multifaceted relationships that inevitably arise between problem and solution structures in software development. We are using Jackson's Problem Frames to map out shared phenomena between requirements, problem domains, and the (software) machine to be developed [17] . Thus, our problem frames not only bridge the gaps between problems and solutions, they are also an explicit representation of some quite complex relationships between different descriptions in the software development space. We have started to explore this kind of approach to better specify and analyse security requirements and to relate them to security threats [5] . The ViewPoints framework provides a generic means of expressing the relationships between descriptions in this context. However, our experience to date indicates that identifying, expressing, and reasoning about more meaningful relationships is hard!
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